AICM ALTERNATIVE GIVING REPORT TO FAICM THAT WAS CONDUCTED FROM 14th15th SEPT 2020 IN SUB-COUNTIES OF RUBANDA AND KABALE DISTRICTS.

Introduction

Bible Sharing during the 2020 Alternative Gift Giving
Hebrews 13:16: Do not neglect to do good and to share what you have, for such sacrifices are pleasing to God.
Philippians 2:4: Let each of you look not only to his own interests, but also to the interests of others.
Luke 6:38: Give, and it will be given to you!
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Background & Introduction to Alternative Gift Giving
Alternative gift giving is one of the activities supported by the FAICM-UK. On Alternative
gift giving day, we gather to share the love of God through gift sharing and listening to the
word of God with many different groups of people AICM works with.
This annual function that takes place every July with gifts collected by the FAICM-UK is a
blessing to many people in south western Uganda. This year due to the corona virus
pandemic, the function was held scientifically with gifts given to the beneficiaries in their
homes and visiting groups in their localities while observing standard operational
procedures (SOPs) as set by the World Health Organization and the Uganda Ministry of
Health. Gifts such as sheep, Bibles, health packs, school kits, student start –up kits, school
sauce pans, pigs, rabbits, mattresses, soap, underwear for the school pupils and AICM
sponsored children and Bee hives were be distributed to the beneficiaries by AICM Team.
Purpose
The purpose of the activity is to support Batwa and women groups to be self-reliant and
live healthy lives. The beneficiaries were encouraged to treasure the gifts, multiply the gifts
and use them to see God’s love for them every day. AICM informed the beneficiaries that
the gifts signify God’s love, the love of FAICM for them and the desire for them to be a
better people than they are today.
Objectives of Alternative giving.
1) To share with the community the word of God through evangelism
2) To share with community the love of God through gifts provided by king people in
the UK FAICM.
3) To support vulnerable groups with income generating gifts to improve their
household incomes.
Criteria of selection of beneficiaries.
1. Women groups that have not benefited from AICM Alternative giving program
before.
2. Groups that save with Batwa in the selected Village Savings and Loans Associations
(VSLAs).
3. AICM sponsored students, and
4. Children in AICM Batwa schools (Rwamahano P/S & Murubindi P/S)
Participants
1) A representative of AICM Board of Directors
2) DCDO-Rubanda
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3) Sub county chief for Ikumba, Bufundi and Muko
Detailed Alternative Gift Giving Report
Devotion and bible sharing.
As AICM’s culture; praise, worship and
sharing the word of God among the
community groups was done led by AICM
team. In Muko Sub-county, the preaching of
the day by Bende Justus from All saints church
Rubanda was from Deuteronomy 28:1-9 with
a heading of “The Blessings of Obedience”. She
encouraged the members to always obey
God’s commandments and be faithful to God’s
word and to guard jealously the gift they were to receive and allow it to multiply.
From Ihunga COU in Ndego, the word of God was from the book of Amos 8:11 “the time is
coming when I will send famine on the land. People will be hungry, but not for bread; they will
be thirsty, but not for water. They will get hungry and thirsty for a message from the Lord. I,
the Sovereign Lord, have spoken.”
Communication
Director

from

AICM

Executive

The Executive Director AICM shared with the
people present the love of God from AICM &
FAICM and thanked God for the FAICM-UK
who are at the fore front of reaching out to
friends and well-wishers for all the support
translated in to gifts to different groups here
in Uganda.
She mentioned that his year AICM has missed
having fellowship with the Friends of AICM
represented by Colin Chairman of the Trustees and Sue the Secretary who usually lead a
team of friends from St Ebbes Church; but know that they are praying for us as we pray for
them too. She mentioned that this year, AICM had tried live streaming so that FAICM can
be part of the alternative gift giving activities.
she shared the word of God from Hebrews 13:16: “Do not neglect to do good and to share
what you have, for such sacrifices are pleasing to God.” Philippians 2:4: “Let each of you look
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not only to his own interests but also to the interests of others.” and from Luke 6: 38: “Give,
and it will be given to you”.
In her speech, the ED also encouraged parents to take the children to school especially
Batwa for them also to be able to acquire education for future better life. Also was so
grateful to parents and teenage mothers who gave birth and continued with studies. With
this, she advised parents to give another chance to girls who get pregnant while in school
so that after giving birth they continue with their studies.
Remarks from the Vice Chairman Board of Directors AICM.
Mrs Robina Barintuma thanked community for
turning up, she noted that because of Bishop
Enoch Kayeeye’s love and friendship with
Friends of AICM in UK that AICM receives such
gifts to offer to different categories of people.
She also thank AICM staff for the trust and
faithfulness they have whenever they receive
the funds and for buying the gifts as has been
the desire of the FAICM. She continue to thank
AICM and FAICM-UK for the support through
alternative giving because of the testimonies from the community members.
Mrs Barintumwa thanked FAICM and AICM for the sponsored children and called upon
students to continue studying for a better future life. For teenage mothers she advised
them to try and get involved in income generating activities to raise their children and
make sure that children go to school. She referred to the Bible in her speech: Mathew 6:33
“instead be concerned above everything else with the Kingdom of God and with what he
requires of you, and he will provide you with all these other things”. Jeremiah 29:11 “I alone
know the plans I have for you, plans to bring you prosperity and not disaster, plans to bring
about the future you hope for”.
Remarks from local government.
Mr. Kahwezi Gordon the District Community Development Officer (DCDO) Rubanda
thanked AICM and FAICM for the good activities that they are doing in the communities. He
was happy because AICM is partnering with Rubanda District in development; AICM is
supplementing government work. He was happy with the gifts of livestock and appealed to
the beneficiaries to make sure that the sheep multiply and everybody in the group benefits.
To the sponsored children, the rabbits multiply quickly, are nutritious and have market
now.
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DCDO-Rubanda mentioned of government programs at the district and sub-county that
could benefit such women groups if they are well prepared, like Uganda Women
Entrepreneurship Program (UWEP) with revolving funds at low and/or no interest rate in
a year and a small percentage at 3 years; Youth fund aged (18-30) and Emyoga program
which is new for skilling Ugandans and it is also through SACCOs. He informed members
that registration for these programs is done at the sub-county
The sub county chief of Ikumba encouraged groups to use the sheep, and rabbits for
multiplier effect and to keep united as groups for future benefits. She also noted that it is
good for groups also to use their savings with a purpose and have the revolving livestock
like sheep or piglets to multiply for the whole group.
Sharing of Success stories
A. Vicent Twinomuhangi, the father to one sponsored student, Cabline thanked AICM
for the psychosocial support that the organization gave his family especially when
her daughter Cabline got pregnant in secondary2.
“It was hard time for the poor family losing all the school fees we had paid for up to S.2
because we knew her life had ended”.
AICM comforted the family joined the family and took Cabline back to complete Secondary
4 after she had given birth. AICM paid her school fees from S3 to S.4 and are currently
paying here fees in AICM College of Science and Technology where she is pursuing
certificate in tailoring. He added that during the lock down for her not to be redundant she
is working with a Law Firm “Autogamy and co-advocates” in Kabale as a secretary. He also
thanked AICM for the support they are giving to the less privileged/poor in the
communities without discriminating by religion, or culture. He also encouraged AICM to
help other teenage mothers to go back to school as they did with his daughter.
B. Orishaba Annet who is a teenage mother from Rubanda town council, told the
success after her group received gifts of sheep from FAICM in 2017. The sheep have
since multiplied; and currently each member of the group has a sheep. These sheep
help the family to get manure for their gardens and also after multiplication to sell
in case of an emergency.
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Awarding of gifts to the beneficiaries.
The Vice Chairman Board of directors AICM,
Executive Director AICM and District officials
spearheaded the awarding of gifts to different
groups of beneficiaries. The team appealed to
beneficiaries to use the gifts profitably for all
group members to benefit and also to have an
outcome in the future “improve household’s
income.”
Sponsored children received rabbits

Board vice chairman AICM award sheep to teenage mothers and right is awarding RR
Bibles to the Anglican and Catholic Catechists.

Left is Rwamahano P/S staff receiving source pans for the school, middle are students
receiving health kit and right is a blind lady from Rwamahano receiving a mattress.
Thankful Message to FAICM
In Ikumba because of the support the AICM and FAICM have been giving to the community
like sheep, spray pumps, irish potatoes and piglets among many gifts; the community had
started a church in Kiriba A village under Ihunga Archdeaconry which was named after St
Ebbs church. AICM pledged to contribute to roofing of this church.
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BENEFICIARY GROUPS FOR ALTERNATIVE GIVING SEPT 2020.
Number and category of Beneficiaries
No Group Name
Location/
Sub county

Total Male

Females

1

Murubindi
Tukorehamwe Group

Bufundi

35

13

17

No of
Batwa in
group
5

2

Murubindi BB
Tukwatanise

Bufundi

25

3

2

20

3

Murubindi
Bufundi
Tukorehamwe Group B

25

2

1

22

4

Kiringa Womens
Group
Haburimbe Women
Group

Ikumba

31

20

11

Ikumba

31

19

12

6

Muja women’s group

Ikumba

30

17

13

7

Kivunga Banalongo
Group

Ikumba

36

19

18

8

Ihunga Bataka group

Ikumba

86

30

25

9

Barantana Women
Group

Ikumba

76

49

27

10

Ndeego Batwa Bakiga
Tumanyane

Ikumba

36

7

18

7

11

Ryamihanda
Development
Association (Apiary)
Rubanda Community
Development
Association
Nyakabungo Teenage
Mothers Group
Mareju Teenage
Mothers Group

Ikumba

23

3

4

16

Rubanda
Town council

46

17

25

Rubanda
Town council
Rubanda
town council

5

12
13
14

Youth

Gifts
received
2 sheep
with 2
young ones
2 sheep
with 2
young ones
2 sheep
with 2
young ones
2 sheep

4

2 sheep
with 2
young ones
2 sheep
with 2
young ones
2 sheep
with 2
young ones
2 sheep
with 2
young ones
2 sheep
with 2
young ones
2 sheep
with 2
young ones
2 sheep
with 2
young ones
2 sheep

16

16

2 sheep

16

16

2 sheep

21

7

15

Nyamiyaga Teenage
Mothers Group
Rubanda Teenage
Mothers Group
Batwa children of
Rwamahano P/S

Rubanda
Town council
Rubanda
Town council
Rwamahano
P/S

17

17

2 sheep

19

19

2 sheep

188

78

18

Batwa children of
Murubindi P/S

Murubindi
P/S

191

74

19

OSP students

Rubanda &
Kle Districts

19

01

20

Churches

Rubanda &
Kle

16
17

Shoes,
nickers,
soap, jerry,
pads.
Shoes,
nickers,
soap, jerry,
pads.
Pads,
nickers,
soap, jerry
and 30
rabbits.
16/20
Bibles

PROGRAM FOR THE ALTERNATIVE GIVING 14th &15th Sept 2020
No

Activity
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Day 1& 2: Morning program
Travel from AICM office to Rubanda town council and
arrival of Guests
Visiting the previous Alternative giving beneficiaries
Introductions
Devotion and sharing the word of God
Presentations from groups/ Success story sharing from
the previous Alternative giving beneficiaries
Communication from AICM Executive Director
Communication from AICM Board
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Awarding of gifts to beneficiaries

9
10

Communication from the local/Gov’t representative
Closing Prayer and final blessings
Day 1&2: Afternoon program
Travel from Rubanda town council to Ndego

1
2
3
4
5

1

Time

Person
responsible

10: am

Driver

10:00am-10:20am
10:20am-10:30am
10:30am-11:00am
11:00am-11:30am

Extension worker
Marion
Marion/Priest
Marion

11:30am-11:50am
11:50am12:10pm
12:10pm12:50pm
12:50pm-1:00pm
1:00pm-1;05pm

Faith
Board
represetatvie
Board, Faith
Gov’t official
DCDO/SAS
Bishop/Priest

1:05-02:30pm

Driver
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Visiting the previous Alternative giving beneficiaries
Introductions

02:30-02:40pm
02:40pm02:45pm
Devotion and sharing word of God
02:45pm03:20pm
Presentations from groups/ Success story sharing from 03:20pmthe previous Alternative giving beneficiaries
03:50pm
Communication from AICM Executive Director
03:50pm04:10pm
Communication from AICM Board C/man
04:10pm04:20pm
Awarding of gifts to beneficiaries
04:20pm04:50pm
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Communication from the local/Gov’t representative

10
11
12

Closing Prayer and final blessings
Kikiga traditional Dance and Departure
Travel from Ndego to AICM

04:50pm05:00pm
05:00pm
05:05pm

Extension worker
Marion
Marion/Priest
Marion
Faith
AICM Board
Board, Faith
Gov’t official
DCDO/SAS
Board /Priest
Groups
Driver

9

&
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